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Triggers and actions are a core feature of Drupal and have been for a really long time. But lots of people don't know that they can actually be useful for some very basic and important tasks.  You might say this is a beginner topic, but since I've only mastered it for my own use in the last year or so, I figured it was worth writing about :-)

I use them mostly for notifications when comments have been posted to my blog, where comments are 100% moderated. (I use the wonderful Comment Notify to notify commenters when more comments are posted. If spam got posted they'd get email spam.)

So among the many things you can do simply with triggers and actions is configuring a notification to the site owner with details about the posted comment, and that's a great example of use of this simple feature. Here's how to do it.

First, create an action that does what you want.

In Drupal 7 it's easy to use tokens to customize the details of the outgoing email. At Administration -> Configuration -> System -> Actions (admin/config/system/actions) we can select "Send e-mail..." from the dropdown.
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In Drupal 7 we have a very nice "registry" that registers what PHP classes should be loaded from what files.

Unfortunately you can get the system into a state where it can't bootstrap to a high enough level to rebuild the registry (normally done by clearing the cache). What do you do then?

I had this situation today due to an annoying Rules/Entity issue, and dereine pointed out that it had recently been  an issue in the Views queue.

Since the solution given in the Views queue didn't work for me, I created a package that you can use to get out of this trouble, Registry Rebuild.

When would you need Registry Rebuild?

You might get something like:

PHP Fatal error:  Class 'EntityAPIControllerExportable' not found in ...sites/all/modules/rules/includes/rules.core.inc on line 11

If this happens when you're trying to run update.php, and happens when you're trying to clear your cache, well, you have some trouble. That's what Registry Rebuild is for.
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Oops. I can't believe I said that.

Drupal has a long tradition of insisting that everybody's contribution is equal, that every piece of content is equal. We have to stop that.

It's nearly impossible to find the critical content on d.o and has been for a very long time. How do we fix this? Enlist the community.

Here are some broad brushstrokes:
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Executive summary: Set up to automatically use a git pull --rebase


Please just do this if you do nothing else:


git config --global pull.rebase true



About rebasing and pulling


Edit 2021-06-17: Updated the suggested command from the old git config --global branch.autosetuprebase always to the current (from a long time)  git config --global pull.rebase true


I've written a couple of articles on rebasing and why to do it, but it does seem that the approaches can be too complex for some workflows. So I'd like to propose a simpler rebase approach and reiterate why rebasing is important in a number of situations.


Here's a simple way to avoid evil merge commits but not do the fancier topic branch approaches:


	Go ahead and work on the branch you commit on (say 7.x-1.x)
	Make sure that when you pull you do it with git pull --rebase
	Push when you need to.



That's it.
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Drupal 7 and Drupal 8 recently added a default  (and sensible) .gitignore file to the standard repository, and while this solves some problems, it has also caused some confusion. (issue)

Here's a link to the actual new .gitignore. Essentially, it excludes the sites/default/files and sites/default/settings.php files from git source control.
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This happens to me periodically, so I thought I'd write it down.

Situation: An existing site has had its theme hacked in place, or just has a stock theme deployed and I need a subtheme. But that means that I'm going to have to change the name of the theme, which can mean having to go back and do all the theme and block settings again. I really don't like manual work, so this time I tried to write down what has to be done to create a new theme with the old theme's settings and block settings.

I did this on a Drupal 6 site, but I believe the basics are the same for any Drupal version. Edit (26 May 2011): Drupal 7 block table changed its name and one field, so a recipe for it is at the bottom of the article.
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You probably know that all Drupal core patches and commits get tested using the simpletest testing system, but you may not know how. Essentially, every time a patch is posted and placed in the "Needs Review" status on Drupal.org, and every time a commit is made, the information is sent off to qa.drupal.org, which then farms it out to testing working machines we call testbots.

Well, the testbots are quite compute-intensive, and although we tried for years we never really got enough decent, manageable machines from community contributions. Partly this is because the machines are really compute-intensive, and partly it's because they can be pretty tweaky and not everybody wants to learn how to manage them and deal with their occasional fits.  Many community members had donated time on their machines, but in recent months we'd been using Amazon EC2 instances for the bulk of our testbots, and the bill to the Drupal Association was more than we'd like to pay, more than $500 many months.
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Even if you've just arrived into the Gitworld, you've already noticed that things are really fast and flexible. Some people claim that the most important thing about the distributed nature of Git is that you can work on an airplane, but I claim that's totally bogus. The coolest thing about the distributed nature of Git is that you can fool around all you want, and try a million things, and even mess up your repo as much as you want... and still recover.  Here's how, with a screencast at the bottom.

With CVS or Subversion or any number of other VCS's, when you commit or branch, you have the potential of causing yourself and others pain forever. And there's no way around it. You just have to do your best and hope it comes out OK. But with Git, you can try anything and rehearse it in advance, in a total no-consequence environment.  Here are some suggestions of where to start.
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Back in the bad old days (like 2 weeks ago) there was exactly one way to create patches and exactly one way to apply them.  Now we have so many formats and so many ways to work it can be mind boggling. As a community, we're going to have to come to a consensus on which of these many options we prefer. I'm going to take a quick look at the options and how to work among them when necessary.

Ways to create patches

My preference when making changes is always to commit my changes whether or not the commits will be exposed later. That lets me keep track of what I'm doing, and make commit comments about my work. So in each if these cases we'll start with a feature branch based on origin/7.x-1.x with:



# Create a feature branch by branching from 7.x-1.x
git checkout -b my_feature_99999 origin/7.x-1.x
[edit A.txt]
git add .
git commit -m "Added A.txt"
[edit B.txt]
git add .
git commit -m "Added B.txt"


First, I may want to know what commits and changes I'm going to be including in this patch.
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Creating topic branches (also called "feature branches") is easy in Git and

is one of the best things about Git. Sometimes we also want to get those pushed

from our local repo for various reasons:

	To make sure it's safe on another server (for backup).
	To let others review it.
	To let others build upon it.


Here we'll just be dealing with #1 and #2, and not talking about how to collaborate

on a shared branch. We'll be assuming that only the original author will push to it,

and that nobody else will be doing work based on that branch.
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      Where to find me

  
  Email me, randy at randyfay.com,. Randy Fay Resume, Find me on twitter: randyfay, Drupal.org and IRC: rfay, Facebook: randyfay, Hobobiker.com: The story of our 2 1/2 year bike trip. Or  Grab my ssh public key.
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